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Bloom Pre + Post Natal Yoga Teacher Training 
 
"The benefits of teaching pre-natal yoga are as bountiful as the benefits 
that come from it's practice."  
~ Sara Evans 
 
Much like our humble yoga room, this unique training quite literally 
comes from the fruits of my own labour (with my babies + Bloom) along 
with a deep love + appreciation of how yoga has unfolded itself to me in 
the process of becoming a mother. 
 
Combining an entire decade of study, practice and experience as a 
student, teacher and mother, I'm thrilled to be able to share this 
knowledge with fellow women, students and teachers, so that they too 
can benefit from empowering and sharing this journey with others. 
Pregnancy is a magical time to truly harness the potential of this practice 
from the inside out. 
 
Bloom’s pre-natal training will not only explore the theory and practical 
concepts of teaching yoga for pregnant women, but offers a nurturing, 
feminine and intuitive approach to yoga; creating a community of 
women to connect, practice, and co-create both in and out of practice. 
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Sara Evans 
A dedicated practitioner of yoga for more than 20 years, Sara has 
practiced yoga through all life’s seasons, having studied, practiced and 
taught both locally and internationally. She is arguably one of Perth’s 
most experienced Pre + Post Natal Yoga Teachers, having taught pre- 
natal yoga consistently for the last 10 years, accruing more than 3500 
hours teaching women at various stages of their pregnancies. 
 
Although a practitioner for many years, it wasn’t until the birth of her first 
child that Sara ‘knew’ yoga. During the first few months as a new mother, 
yoga continued to unfold itself to her in a way which it had not done 
before. 
Beginning in 2009, Sara took her studies deeper – spending 18 months 
practicing, studying and training to become a teacher of yoga through 
the Yoga Space in West Perth. Pregnant for the entire duration of teacher 
training, Sara attended pre-natal yoga classes three times a week, while 
also completing a Specialist Pre-Natal Yoga Training and Mindfulness 
Based Childbirth Education Program. 
 
Following the birth of her baby, Sara taught for 12 months at the Yoga 
Space offering pre-natal classes in addition to establishing their first Mum 
+ Baby Yoga classes in 2010, teaching alongside her infant daughter for 
nine months. 
 
Through firsthand experience, developing a mindful nurturing practice 
for both pregnant and new mums to come together in a safe inclusive 
space to indulge in an experience of connection like no other. 
In addition to her pre-natal experience, Sara has taught more than 1300 
hours of post-natal specific classes, and uses her anatomy and 
therapeutic training to offer safe, effective exercises to women in post- 
natal classes. Studying further to become a certified Childbirth Educator 
and Birth Doula, as well as working towards a Yoga Therapist qualification 
with a special interest in Women’s Health. Her training also includes yin 
yoga, as well as sequencing, specialty assists and yogic philosophy. 
 
Sara is the Principal Teacher and Studio Director at Bloom Yoga, 
continues to teach both pre + post natal yoga classes in addition to 
Women’s Wellness, Yin, Restorative and Vinyasa Flow Yoga. She has 
mentored and trained all pre + post-natal yoga teachers at Bloom since 
2012. 
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Module 1: Yoga for the Modern Mother 
Pregnancy is a unique and special time in a woman’s life. Not only is a 
dynamic physical change occurring; but the mother to be is also 
embarking on a journey of emotional, mental and spiritual 
transformation from the inside out.  
 
A pre-natal specific practice allows women to explore and honour her 
body’s own unique wisdom and knowledge. It is through intuitive 
movement, mindfulness and education, pranayama, asana, deep rest and 
relaxation women can foster an awareness and strength in both body 
and mind to become a Modern Mother. 
 
Course Objectives 

• Benefits and precautions of yoga whilst pregnant 
• Explore yogic concepts as they relate to pregnancy + birth 
• Anatomical and physiological changes during each trimester of 

pregnancy 
• Safely sequence classes for each trimester of pregnancy, 

including the use of props, and teaching with walls/chairs 
• Understand contraindications and provide modifications in a 

class setting where necessary 
• Use Applied Anatomy to learn specific postures to assist/alleviate 

common ailments during pregnancy 
• Apply pranayama, meditation and visualization techniques 

specific for pregnancy 
• Learn the concept of Optimal Foetal Positioning (OFP), 

associated postures and techniques to assist. 
• The use of Sound and Mantra for pregnancy and birth 
• Discuss the culture of birth as it stands today, both locally and 

internationally. 
• Discuss the importance of Pelvic Floor Health and Awareness 
• Learn pregnancy specific sequences • 
• Explore the benefits and practice of yin + restorative styles for pregnant 

women 
• Introduce the concept of conscious + active birth and how to guide 

students to exploring these concepts on their own and or with their 
partners for an empowering birth experience. 
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Assessment  

Attendance and Active Participation: 21 hours 
Observe FIVE Pre-Natal Classes: 6.25 hours 
Completion of Required Reading and Assignments including: class 
sequencing, contraindications and pregnancy specific meditation/body 
scan/relaxation: 12 hours 
Total Contact: 30.25 hours  

 
References/Reading  
Please purchase/borrow these references for your own personal use:  
Conscious Birthing: Yoga and Meditation for Pregnancy – Theresa 
Jameson 
Beautiful Bountiful Blissful – Gurmukh 
New Active Birth – Janet Balaskas  
 
Upon successful completion of the course, attendees will receive a 
Bloom PreNatal Yoga Teacher Certification.  
 
Module 1 $825 
Paid via Direct Deposit:  
 
Bloom Yoga 

bsb: 806-015 
acct: 01854163  

Reference: Surname/PYTT  
 
Payment Plans can be arranged, with fortnightly or monthly payments 
as agreed. 
Example: 
Payment 1: $225 
Payment 2: $200  
Payment 3: $200  
Payment 4: $200  
For more information, to chat in person or to apply, please contact Sara 
via email:  
sara@bloomyoga.com.au  
 

 


